Take a Step for Fairtrade Treasure Hunt - Draw a line to match the pictures to the clues?

1. Upon the tree its yellow and yummy, some fruit I eat, goes in my tummy.

2. The African sun is needed for bananas, the plants are grown by the.......................

3. The farmers come together to sow the seeds, the ...................... now earned will meet their needs.

4. A fair price helps farmers out of deprivation, and helps build ....................... for education.

5. Learn more about Fairtrade products in the park and find the special Fairtrade Mark.

6. This mark is found on loads of things, like biscuits and tea and sparkly ......................

7. To give a ring might be sweet but try and find the chocolate treat!

8. Not all Fairtrade products will eventually go rotten, there are Fairtrade products made out of cotton.

9. When you see the mark, its good to know, the farmers are paid fairly for the crops they ......................

10. When you spend your money show you care, spend it well and spend it FAIR.